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N o r a M e e t s M i l a n
B Y S T E P H E N B E A L

I’M THROUGH! Nora declared to Aunt
Betty over lunch. The Russian Tea-
room. Both women were Manhattan

lawyers.
Three relationships in two years, Nora

said. Out the window. I’m fated to be a
spinster.

So take up spinning, Aunt Betty
replied. It will give you something to do
on the weekends.

What’s spinning?

On the web, Nora found some down-
town classes.

She liked spinning. It rested her. It
gave her time to think about her cases.
It made something good and reward-
ing—pure useful yarn—as opposed to
the relationships that only made
frustration. Pain. Knots in her heart.

Nora did handspinning for a while,
then she bought a wheel from her
teacher. Pearl lived in the village, and

Nora lived uptown, and it was five
months after 9/11.

No way, said the first cabbie. That
thing looks lethal.

You got a permit? said the second cab-
bie.

You get that contraption outa here,
said the third cabbie. Or I’ll call
Homeland Security.

Three! Three rejections in a row. Like
those no-good boyfriends. What was Nora
supposed to do? Carry the wheel to 87th
Street?

Taxi, lady?
The fourth cabbie turned out to be

Serbian, and while his English was pretty
much restricted to taxi needs, Nora
understood by 42nd Street that his
grandmother did spinning. Then she
understood that Granny lived in Queens.
Then—why not? Spinsters had to be
prepared for whatever came along—on

Sunday Andro drove her out to Queens.
Where she met Milan.

They have a little boy now, Jacob
Lincoln, and they live on Long Island
where Milan has a restaurant. Nora has
switched to immigration law.

Family life keeps her busy at home,
but she spins most evenings. It rests her. 
It gives her time to think about her cases.
It makes something good and reward-
ing—just like love. c
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